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I would like to thank the authors for the revision of the manuscript. Although the manuscript has clearly improved, some of my and of Reviewer 2's comments have still not been addressed.

Comments:

Keywords: p2l15: inhaler Anesthetic Agents - please change to volatile anesthetics

Abstract:

p2l25: inhaled agents - volatile anesthetics

p2l25: In the introduction there is now an explanation why nesfatin-1 was measured (stress level associated protein), this information is still missing in the abstract section.

p2l47: entubation - intubation

p2l49: aldrate score - aldrete score

p3l8: inhaler Anesthetic Agents - please change to volatile anesthetics

Background

p3l22: …concentration of 30 pmol/L

p4l12: the subtitle "conclusion" is misleading in the background section. Please remove

p3l45: change to: The patient's heart rate (HR), mean, systolic and diastolic arterial pressures (MAP, SAP, DAP), peripheral O2 saturation (SpO2) were monitored.

p4l37: aldrate - aldrete

p5l22: why does the sample size calculation say, there are 42 patients needed in the study, but the authors have included only 40 patients? Also in table 1 there are still 40 patients…
Figure 1: the unit for nesfatin levels (pg) is missing on the y-axis

Discussion:

p9l58: you still talk about an increase in nesfatin-1 but your statistic proves otherwise: You did not have a change in nesfatin-levels neither pre- vs. postoperatively, nor depending on the treatment (sevoflurane vs. desflurane). Please revise.
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